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Friday from “The Four Interviews” 

 

Info: obviously, in reverse or whatever order in the organized disorganization of notes stored in plastic 

bags and hauled around on back or something like while homeless in this phase, past but only now 

posted of TFI 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up: 112017 

 

tag[s]: mental health experiences of the non-mentally ill and shamanism translated by else, and working 

as a counselor was it really, worth it to you not me; either way, counseling hints of tactic and not tack? 

 

What hasn’t since been rained on without work / and / storage in about the last year 

Date: 10.14.16?  

From page-s: 1-A, 1-B 

Friday by goura fotadar [edit: and again and again] 

_ I’ve almost fallen “behind” schedule. That would be the shock of all things. Not yet brushed my teeth, 

or taken a shower; well, since last night. And there are not just were ladders swinging around like a fire 
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drill that never happened. Welcome to inpatient! I’m not sure they “believe” that  I’m sane; and should 

care. To be frank; no the person named frank; this is actually in my interpretation of a trauma recovery 

unit. I am above severely traumatized; and the trauma is feeling; a like; it is; healing. Come here, girl; 

trauma, 

_My bedroom is like a universe! & this place is like a galaxy. As far as I can recall, I’ve only been 

hospitalized once; for something like a severe stomach-ache. This is 2nd. There are also patches opening 

in the wood walls; and it feels like a usual intelligence game; that heals trauma. Soon, I have talk to my 

current nurse about the sequence of this recent trauma; and I’m just not in the mood; I uhm have not 

been burned. Where would I file this? in a mini excerpt addition to an un-planned portion of “TFI” but a 

plan is a plan. Can’t you just imagine “someone” saying; I have no idea what you mean.  

_Yesterday I was thinking of commercials and music, and speeding wheelchairs; which would you pick in 

with which accompanying for the cliché scene: ad? The Hospital A Way To Freedom?  

_It hasn’t quite been twenty minutes; but certainly “this” hospital situation, and perhaps not others? is a 

cure to what: become chronic homelessness. How purgatory. To observe the view closer, that you can’t 

get to one way; it’s very New York or NE. The plants are too static; the welts don’t exist; and the 

pavement not the grass is littered with leaves; who will the ever be picked up; for other “messes” need 

to be cleaned more urgently.  

 

This is so Boring? So why are you here? But without a comb even a fallen conjug. group of leaves. can 

hardly ever be messy 

theme (movie) citation: Can’t hardly wait circa 199? 

I mean in tithe alone. I’m done for now.  

 

 


